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Bring golf; 

PlayStation Pius 

9 out of 10 “The best golf game 
on the PlayStation so far" 
PSX Pro 

90% “If you want a golf game for 
your PlayStation, look no further 
than this” 
Mean Machines PlayStation 

4 out of 5 “The best PlayStation 
golf game” 
C&VG 

8 out of 10. PlayStation 
Star Player Award In¬ 
official PlayStation Magazine 

£ Coming Soon 
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<£5> SEGA SATURN 
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SBSA SATURN 











GRACE 



RETRO 
Nostalgia eh? Well, it ain’t what it used to 
be, that’s for sure. It seems that every¬ 
one is releasing their decade-old games 
onto the new super-consoles and Sega 
are no exception with their Sega Ages 
collection. Three titles are being 
prepped for release... and here they are. 
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SEGA WORLDWIDE SOCCER ‘97 
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OWNERS OF THE VIRTUA COP CUN HA VEHAD TO WAIT PA TIENTL Y FOR NEW GAMES 
TO .WELL, ,HOMEBOYS. NOT ONLY 
IS CHAOS CONTROL ALMOST UPON US, BUT THE CONVERSION OF 
THE GAME THAT MADE GUN GAMES Gi , IS PRACTICALLY READY. IT’S TIMETO 
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Always hot on the trail of a controversial gaming story, the original Desert 
Strike programmers aren’t afraid to put the world to rights. Why, with almost 
every game released they’ve managed to upset someone, beginning with their 
very first title, where they were accused of being rather insensitive over the 
Gulf War (some people even wanted the game banned). Luckily, age hasn’t soft¬ 
ened them - in this fourth adventure, they’re out to stop the resurgence of an 
evil communist force in Russia! SAM HICKMAN dons combat fatigues to investi¬ 
gate exactly what this obsession with war is all about. 



ISHOWCASEI SOVIET STRIKE 

1 BRAVE NEW WORLD 
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A HISTORY OF STRIKE 

DESERT STRIKE ^ 
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JUNGLE STRIKE 

URBAN STRIKE 
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BOMBERMAN 

Bomberman is such a cute and loveable 
little man we’re surprised he doesn’t 
have his own cartoon show. Surprised, 
other than for the fact his raison d’etre 
is blowing up everything he finds. Join in 
the fun, the frolics and the flammables 
with his amazing Saturn debut... 







Just when you thought the decision had been made and a 
turned everything on its head! Tut tut young Mr Nightinga 
But the show must go on! 

winner revealed, a stewards inquiry has 
lie - I’m afraid you got the rules wrong! 

WE WANT VIDEOS! [ 



puts the power in your hand 



To target the 
real 

Sega enthusiast 
call 

Chris Perera 
NOW 
on 

0171 972 6700 
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Review Urn 
ATHLETE KINGS 

SPACE HULK 
KEIO FLYING SQUADRON 
BUST A MOVE 2 
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You’ve been waiting for it since issue 3, we’ve had tons of calls about it, and new readers have been frantically 
trying to get their hands on the now sold-out copies of our most famous freebie. What is it? 
Why, it’s an EXCLUSIVE DEMO DISC of course! 

And what can you expect to see on it? Well, there’s: 

DEMOS OF: 

PANZER DRAGOON ZWEI! ATHLETE KINGS! 

^ROLLING DEMOS OF: 
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Try it before 
Rent any latest release from just 
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Virgin’s NHL Powerplay Hockey is only the second ice hockey sim 
to appear on these frosty Saturn shores, facing off against 
Sega’s equally official NHL Hockey. Is it going to make a cool 
impression, or is it destined to slip up and cling embarrassingly 
to the edge of the rink? 
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